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ABSTRACT

This paper addresses the problem of three-dimensional (3-D) way-point
tracking for a biomimetic underwater vehicle (BUV) propelled by un-
dulatory fins: RobCutt-II. Based on the specific mechanical design and
control system configuration, the RobCutt-II can perform diversified lo-
comotion patterns, especially submerging or surfacing vertically in the
water. In order to deal with the challenging problem of motion control of
the BUV in underwater operation, a switching control for 3-D way-point
tracking is proposed. Moreover, we design an experiment simulating the
actual underwater operation process. The RobCutt-II first dives to the
desired depth vertically, then swims successively to the way-points a-
long the horizontal plane, and finally keeps depth at the last way-point.
Simulation and experimental results demonstrate the feasibility and ef-
fectiveness of the proposed switching control.

KEY WORDS: Biomimetic underwater vehicle; undulatory propul-
sion; motion control; 3-D way-point tracking; switching control.

INTRODUCTION

Natural selection and evolution make biological systems diversify
into nearly every possible habitat and preserve remarkable adaptations
for locomotion. Mimicking the unique undulatory propulsion mode
of cuttlefish, biomimetic underwater vehicles (BUVs) propelled by
undulatory fins have many advantages such as higher maneuverability,
stronger disturbance rejection, and quieter actuation than conventional
underwater vehicles equipped with jets or axial propellers (Neveln, Bai,
Snyder, Solberg, Curet, Lynch and MacIver, 2013). Hence these BUVs
are expected to be widely used in marine and military fields (Blidberg,
2001).

As growing research on the wave-like propulsion mechanism and
hydrodynamics analysis demonstrate a variety of prospective utilities
in undersea vehicles, researchers and engineers have developed many
kinds of biomimetic robotic prototypes with fin propulsion. Curet et
al. designed a robotic knifefish with an undulatory propulsor using 32
servo motors to drive the long-fin (Curet, Patankar, Lauder and MacIver,
2011). Hu et al. developed a robotic undulating model and proposed a
control scheme that enabled it to mimic fin-ray undulation kinematics

of live fish (Hu, Low, Shen and Xu, 2014). Rahman et al. designed a
squid-like underwater robot with two undulating side fins simulating
stingrays or cuttlefishes (Rahman, Sugimori, Miki, Yamamoto, Sanada
and Toda, 2013). However, although many types of BUVs have been
developed, few BUVs have been put into practical applications as
far as we know. There are several possible reasons for this fact. In
addition to the complex hydrodynamics and the model uncertainty in
underwater environment, researchers seldom consider the closed-loop
motion control such as way-point tracking for these BUVs, which are of
primary importance for most applications.

For underactuated vehicles such as autonomous vehicles or surface
vessels, way-point tracking is an active research topic. Aguiar et al. pro-
posed a non-linear adaptive controller to steer an AUV along a sequence
of way-points (Aguiar and Pascoal, 2007). Fredriksen et al. designed a
line-of-sight (LOS) motivated control law that globally κ-exponentially
stabilized an underactuated ship in three degrees-of-freedom (DOF)
using cascaded control theory (Fredriksen and Pettersen 2006). Oh et
al. introduced a model predictive control for a way-point tracking of
underactuated surface vessels with input constraints (Oh and Sun, 2010).

The basic limitation of these approaches is the dependence on precise
mathematical models of the vehicles, which are usually difficult to be
obtained. It is relevant to point out that most of the results only solve the
problem in the horizontal plane. Only a few authors have tackled this
control problem in three-dimensional (3-D) space. Furthermore, The
control inputs of BUV with undulatory propulsion are the waveform
parameters of the fin surface wave, which are quite different from those
of other autonomous vehicles or surface vessels.

In this paper, we provide a positive effort to the above challenging
problem. On the basis of analyzing the locomotion process of actual
underwater operations of the autonomous vehicle, a selective switching
control is designed for the motion control problem in 3-D spaces.
Additionally, in order to deal with the problem of model uncertainty,
we design the motion control strategy based on proportional-integral-
differential (PID) and ADRC techniques, which are commonly used
and effective in control engineering. Moreover, fuzzy logic model is
proposed to build the nonlinear relationship between the propulsive
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force/torque and the control parameters of the undulatory fins of the
RobCutt-II. Thus the proposed control strategy can be actually applied
in the 3-D way-point tracking control of the RobCutt-II.

In the remainder of this paper, the modeling of the RobCutt-II is de-
scribed in Section II. a switching control for 3-D way-point tracking is
elaborated in Section III. Simulation and experimental results are further
provided in Section IV. Finally, the conclusion is presented in Section V.

MODELING OF THE ROBCUTT-II

Cuttlefish are marine animals which can perform flexible motions in nar-
row spaces with water turbulence by undulations of a pair of lateral fins.
The BUV named RobCutt-II (ROBotic CUTTlefish) considered in this
paper is designed inspired by this unique propulsion mode (Wang, Wang,
Wang and Wei, 2016).

Flexible fin
Fin ray

Main body

Underwater manipulator

Propulsor

Cable

Waterproof base

Push-pull circular

connectors

Iron hoop Screw

Fig. 1 The RobCutt-II prototype.

As marked in Fig. 1, the design of the RobCutt-II are based on modu-
lar concepts, which facilitates maintenance and future development of
the BUV. The RobCutt-II is mainly composed of three modules, i.e.,
the main body, the underwater manipulator, and two propulsors with fin
propulsion. The gravity of the RobCutt-II is 509N, while the buoyancy
is about 507N. Thus the gravity is approximately equal to the buoyancy.
Moreover, benefiting from the bilateral symmetry and the large meta-
centric height, the RobCutt-II has good static stability of pitch and roll
angles. The length of main body is 760mm. Twelve fin rays are installed
on each propulsor isometrically.
In particular, the RobCutt-II can submerge or surface vertically by flap-
ping the bilateral long fins with a deflection angle. The detailed de-
scription about the mechanical design of the RobCutt-II can be found
in (Wang and Wang, 2015; Wang, Wang, Wei, Tan, Zhou and Yu, 2015;
Wang, Wang and Wang, 2016).
Then we model the kinematics and dynamics of 3-D movements of the
underwater vehicle. First, the RobCutt-II has good static stability due to
large metacentric height, such that it’s reasonable to neglect the motion
in pitch and roll. In addition, we assume that the motion in heave is
decoupled from the motion in surge, in sway, and in yaw. Moreover, as
the motion speed of the RobCutt-II is small, we ignore the non-linear
hydrodynamic damping effect. Therefore, the 4 DOF kinematics and

dynamics of the vehicle can be represented as

ẋ = u cos(ψ) − v sin(ψ)

ẏ = u sin(ψ) + v cos(ψ)

ż = w

ψ̇ = r

MṄ = −C(N)N − DN + τ + τd

(1)

where N = [u v w r]T represents the vehicle-fixed velocities, η =
[x y z ψ]T represents the 3-D earth-fixed position and heading, M is the
inertia matrix including hydrodynamic added inertia, C(N) is the coriolis
and centripetal matrix, D is the linear damping matrix, τ = [τu 0 τw τr]T

is vehicle-fixed propulsive force and moment, where τu, τw, and τr are
propulsive force or moment acting on surge, heave and yaw, respectively,
τd = [τdu τdv τdw τdr]T describes the disturbance force and moment act-
ing on surge, sway, heave and yaw. In particular, bilateral symmetrical
structure of the RobCutt-II implies that the matrixes M, D and C(N) have
the following structure based on the foregoing assumptions:

M =


m11 0 0 0
0 m22 0 m24

0 0 m33 0
0 m24 0 m44

 ,D =

d11 0 0 0
0 d22 0 d24

0 0 d33 0
0 d42 0 d44

 ,

C(N) =


0 0 0 −m22v − m24r
0 0 0 m11u
0 0 0 0

m22v + m24r −m11u 0 0

 ,
where m11, m22, m24, m33, m44 denote the mass and added mass of the
RobCutt-II, d11, d22, d24, d42, d33, d44 denote the linear damping terms.
The readers may refer to (Fossen, 1994) for the detailed definitions and
estimations of the model parameters.

SWITCHING CONTROL FOR 3-D WAY-POINT TRACKING

This section presents the control algorithms to solve the 3-D way-point
tracking problem of the RobCutt-II. The problem is firstly formulated.
Then the selective switching control strategy is presented. Finally, the
control algorithms are presented in detail in the rest of this section.

Controller architecture
The general procedure for operations of underwater vehicles is shown
in Fig. 2. The vehicle first descends into the target area, then transits
along the horizontal plane performing the survey and intervention tasks.
When completing the tasks, the vehicle maintains at a depth followed by
ascent back to the water surface. In the bottom survey and intervention,
the planned path can be described by a series of way-points. Specially,
assume that for each way-point pi, i = 1, 2, ..., n, there is a closed ball
Bγi (pi) with center pi and radius γi > 0 associated with it, i.e. Bγi (pi) ={
p ∈ R3 : ∥p − pi∥ ≤ γi, γi > 0

}
. The control objective is to ensure the

convergence of the barycenter of the RobCutt-II to the closed balls of the
way-points in a row.
In order to solve the above issue, a switching control for 3-D way-point
tracking of the RobCutt-II is designed as presented by a block diagram
in Fig. 3. The real-time 3-D position (x, y, z) and orientation ψ of the
RobCutt-II for closed-loop feedback can be obtained based on the depth
sensor and the global visual tracking system. A surge speed controller
based on PID technique is designed to output propulsive force τu forcing
the RobCutt-II to track the speed assignment ud. The switching con-
trol outputs the yaw moment τr and the heave force τw. In detail, in the
initial stage, the switching logic selects the depth controller to control
the RobCutt-II to descend to the desired depth. In particular, in order
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Fig. 2 The general procedure for operations of underwater vehi-
cles.

to deal with the uncertainty of model parameters, active disturbance re-
jection control (ADRC) technique is used in development of the depth
controller. ADRC was initially proposed by Han (Han, 2002) and then
simplified to linear ADRC by Gao (Gao, 2003), which is not predicated
on an accurate and detailed dynamic model of the plant and is extremely
tolerant of uncertainties and simple to use. In this control strategy, an
ADRC controller similar to that in (Wei, Wang, Wang, Zhou and Tan,
2015) is designed to force the RobCutt-II to track the target depth. Then
the RobCutt-II switches to the way-point tracking state. In this state,
the control objective is to force the RobCutt-II to successively visit the
neighborhoods of all way-points. When the RobCutt-II completes the
bottom tasks and converges to the last way-point, it switches back to
depth control state.

Fig. 3 Block-diagram of the switching control for 3-D way-point
tracking.

Notice that the control inputs of the RobCutt-II are the parameters of
propagating waves on bilateral fins, including the left fin frequency, the
right fin frequency, the amplitude of waves, the phase difference, and the
deflection angle, which are denoted by FL, FR, A, φ, θB. Fuzzy logic
model is used to build the nonlinear relationship between the propul-

sive force/torque and the control parameters of the undulatory fins of the
RobCutt-II. The detailed description of the parameter mapping based on
fuzzy inference has been given in (Wang, Wang and Wang, 2016).

Way-point tracking controller
As depicted in Fig. 4, the way-point tracking controller mainly consists
of three parts, including a guidance system based on line-of-sight (LOS)
principle, a heading controller, and a depth controller. The guidance sys-
tem, which plans the motion of the RobCutt-II, is implemented to de-
duce the target heading ψd and the target depth zd in real time based on
the way-points and position feedback. Then the heading controller and
the depth controller are designed independently to force the RobCutt-II
to track the target heading, and the target depth in the presence of dis-
turbances. Specifically, the heading controller and the depth controller
are designed based on ADRC technique. The readers may refer to (Wei,
Wang, Wang, Zhou and Tan, 2015) for the detail description of the ADR-
C algorithm. Next, the LOS guidance system is detailed.

Fig. 4 Block-diagram of the way-point tracking controller.

Fig. 5 illustrates the notations of the guidance system, where p(x, y, z) and
ψ are the real-time 3-D position and the heading angle of the RobCutt-II,
respectively. ψd is the target heading angle. plos(xd, yd, zd) defines the
foresight point. p′los represents the other intersection. The current fore-
sight point is located somewhere on the line segment Lpi pi+1 . Assume
that there is a virtual ball associated with the RobCutt-II, whose center
is located in the barycenter of the RobCutt-II and the radius is γ. If the
virtual ball intersects the current tracking line segment Lpi pi+1 , the inter-
section point closer to the next way-point pi+1 is served as the foresight
point, which can be calculated by solving (2) and (3)

(x − xd)2 + (y − yd)2 + (z − zd)2 = γ2 (2)

xd − xi

xi+1 − xi
=

yd − yi

yi+1 − yi
=

zd − zi

zi+1 − zi
(3)

Otherwise, the point, which is both on the current tracking line segment
and closest to the virtual ball, is chosen as the foresight point, which can
be obtained from (4) and (5).

(x − xd)(xi+1 − xi) + (y − yd)(yi+1 − yi) + (z − zd)(zi+1 − zi) = 0 (4)

xd − xi

xi+1 − xi
=

yd − yi

yi+1 − yi
=

zd − zi

zi+1 − zi
(5)

Then the target heading and depth are determined according to the fore-
sight point.

Remark 1 Note that although the RobCutt-II reaches the specified
depth under the control of the depth control, the RobCutt-II may deviate
from the desired depth because of flow disturbances and the inequality of
the gravity and the buoyancy of the vehicle. Thus we still use a depth con-
troller to control the vehicle to keep at the desired depth in the way-point
tracking process.
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Fig. 5 Modeling of the LOS guidance system.

SIMULATIONS AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Simulations
We simulate the response of the RobCutt-II when the proposed 3-D way-
point tracking control strategy is applied using the model shown in Sec-
tion II. The model parameters used in the simulations are: m11 = 57.5,
m22 = 61.3, m24 = 1.86, m33 = 61.3, m44 = 1.15, d11 = 53, d22 = 58,
d24 = 1.5, d42 = 1.5, d33 = 70, d44 = 3.1. The desired depth is zd = 0.5m.
Seven waypoints are chosen as follows:

p1 = (1.5, 1.0, 0.5), p2 = (2.7, 1.0, 0.5)

p3 = (3.8, 1.5, 0.5), p4 = (3.8, 2.5, 0.5)

p5 = (2.7, 3.0, 0.5), p6 = (1.5, 3.0, 0.5)

p7 = (1.0, 2.5, 0.5).

The initial states of the RobCutt-II are (x0, y0, z0, ψ0) = (0.5 m, 2.0 m,
0.1 m, 0.0 rad), and the initial velocities are zeros. The target surge speed
is ud = 0.06 m/s. The control period is 0.05 s and the radii of the closed
balls of all the way-points are 0.15 m, i.e., γi = 0.15, i = 1, 2, ..., 7.
Moreover, the radius γ of the virtual ball of the RobCutt-II is 0.15 m as
well.
The simulation results based on these conditions are presented in Fig. 6-
Fig. 8. Fig. 6 depicts the desired path and the actual trajectory of the
RobCutt-II in 3-D space. It is observed that the vehicle first descends
to the target depth, then transits successively to the way-points along the
horizontal plane, converges to the last way-point, and finally surfaces
back to the water surface. Fig. 7 shows the time evolution of the vehicle-
fixed velocities N of the whole movement process. At first, the velocities
in surge, sway, and yaw maintain at zero, the RobCutt-II dives vertically.
In the way-point tracking phase, the surge speed shows a fast response
without overshoot and maintains at the speed assignment. Only slight
jitters occur in the way-point switching phase. Finally, the velocities in
surge, sway, and yaw converge to zero at the second depth control phase.
Fig. 8 shows the time evolution of the vehicle-fixed propulsive force and
moment τ. Notice that the control inputs are propulsive force and torque
τ in the simulation. While the actual control inputs of the RobCutt-II are
the parameters of propagating waves on bilateral fins.
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Experimental results
In order to further evaluate the performance of the proposed control sys-
tem, 3-D way-point tracking experiment was performed on the RobCutt-
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II prototype in an indoor pool with dimensions of 5m × 4m × 1.1m
(length × width × depth). A global visual tracking system connect-
ed to remote console through a USB interface is installed on the pool
ceiling. In addition, the remote console is connected to the RobCutt-
II via a lightweight cable. By processing the image information of the
RobCutt-II and its surroundings captured by the global visual tracking
system, the console can calculate the position and heading information
of the RobCutt-II, which are further transmitted to the control unit of
the RobCutt-Ii via the UDP protocol in real-time. Meanwhile, the depth
sensor is mounted on the front of the main body. Therefore, the pose of
the RobCutt-II can be obtained by the sensor fusion of the global vision
and pressure sensor. It should be mentioned that if the RobCutt-II is de-
ployed in the ocean, inertial navigation system will be used to measure
the attitude of the RobCutt-II.
The experiment consists of three phases. The vehicle first dives to the
desired depth while maintaining horizontal position, then programmed
to manoeuvre successively to the way-points along the horizontal plane,
to converge to the last way-point near the initial position, and finally to
keep depth at the last way-point. In particular, the way-points are the
same as those of the simulation. The initial depth of the RobCutt-II is
0.18m, and the desired depth is zd = 0.5m. The radii of the closed balls
of all way-points are 0.3m, i.e., γi = 0.3, i = 1, 2, ..., 7. Moreover, the
radius γ of the virtual ball of the RobCutt-II is 0.32m, which is about
one-half of the main body length of the RobCutt-II.

Fig. 9 Snapshots of the 3-D way-point tracking experiment.

Fig. 9 shows snapshots of the way-point tracking. Wherein, the images
were captured by two cameras (one is installed on the pool ceiling and
another one is installed under the water surface). In particular, the pink
curve indicates the trajectory of the RobCutt-II and the red one describes
the desired path. Fig. 10 depicts the desired and actual paths in xy plane.
It is observed that the proposed controller is able to force the RobCutt-
II to converge to and to follow the reference path with relatively small
cross-track error. Fig. 11 illustrates the time history of the depth in the
test, where the blue curve indicates the depth control phase and the green
curve describes the way-point tracking phase. The red curve (lasting
about 1.8s) is the switching phase between the depth control and the way-
point tracking, when the RobCutt-II is naturally floating and sank 0.05m
because the gravity is slightly larger than the buoyancy. In particular,
the 0s-14.2s is the first depth control phase, when the vehicle submerges
to the desired depth (0.5m) vertically. The 16s-168.8s depicts the way-
point tracking phase. When the RobCutt-II arrives at the last way-point,
it switches back to the depth control phase and keeps at a depth of 0.5m,
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which lasts about 10s. Fig. 12 shows the time evolution of the control
parameters of propagating waves on bilateral fins. In particular, the sign
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of fin frequency represents the direction of the propagating waves. In the
depth control phase, the frequencies of bilateral long fins are same, while
the amplitudes of bilateral long fins maintain at 30◦ and the phase differ-
ence is zero. The RobCutt-II regulates its deflection angle to produce the
heave force along the whole body. Thus it can submerge or surface ver-
tically by controlling fin surfaces. In addition, in the way-point tracking
process, the motion of the RobCutt-II is realized by regulating all five
control parameters of the long fins. Fig. 13 gives the time evolution of
the 3-D cross-track error. It is observed that the maximum cross-track
error after the RobCutt-II converges to the first way-point is 0.1m. which
is far less than the size of the RobCutt-II. Thus, it can be concluded that
the proposed method is effective and accurate.

CONCLUSIONS

The effectiveness of a novel switching control for 3-D way-point track-
ing was experimentally investigated on a biomimetic underwater robot,
RobCutt-II. This control strategy consists of a surge speed controller, a
depth controller, a way-point tracking sub controller, the fuzzy inference
for parameter mapping, and the selective switching logic. A way-point
tracking experiment simulating the actual underwater operation process
was performed. The simulation and experimental results validated the
performance of the proposed tracking control paradigm in 3-D spaces.
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